The purpose of this project is to develop a system called ECO that combines the strengths of computers with the strengths of humans, and to build a framework allowing humans to rapidly explore relationships between entities in large volumes of text.
Problem Statement
Natural language processing (NLP) [1, 2] , information retrieval (IR) [3, 4] , applied graph theory [5] [6] [7] , and human-computer interaction (HCI) [8, 9] are all active research areas in computer science. This project combines recent advancements from each of these fields to build a system for humans to explore machine-extracted entity relationships.
While many of the research efforts surveyed in this project have tended to focus on solving particular problems more completely with computers (see Chapter 3), the approach of this project is to keep humans in the loop. The ECO framework gives users an opportunity to interact with entity relationship information in an exploratory mode.
Report Overview
Chapter 2 provides general background information about Natural Language
Processing, applicable elements of graph theory, and recent progress in user interface design. Chapter 3 outlines recent research in these areas, providing a comprehensive context for the ECO project. The method and approach are described in detail in Chapter 4, which includes descriptions of the primary software components. The hardware and software infrastructure used to construct the ECO framework is explained in Chapter 5, followed by conclusions and suggestions for future work in Chapter 6 and a list of references in Chapter 7. The ECO software architecture is depicted using UML diagrams in Appendix A.
Background
This chapter provides some general background in relevant computer science research topics and how they relate to the ECO project. The subsequent chapter details specific research efforts.
Natural Language Processing
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is an active research field in computer science and computational linguistics that involves using computers to extract meaningful information from written prose. Such text, in the form of a news article, for example, contains inherent grammatical structure. Paragraphs, sentences, parts of speech, and punctuation are all grammatical structural elements. Another form of structure is linguistic semantics, which captures the meaning of the language. A major goal of NLP in the literature surveyed here and in the ECO project is to extract both grammatical and semantic structure from text for the purposes of storing it in a knowledge base. Identifying entities in text is a relatively straightforward task for humans, but even the best automatic entity extractors only achieve around 90% precision [18] .
Entity Co-Occurrences
When two named entities appear in the same block of text, they are said to cooccur within that context. When the context is small enough, there is a good chance that the entity pair will represent an actual semantic relationship. The task is to effectively extract a relationship without specifying the exact nature of the relationship, other than the fact that they appear close together in the source text.
Many more complex approaches to relationship extraction have been proposed and implemented, a few of which are highlighted in the literature review. For the ECO project the simple approximation described above will suffice for the purposes of displaying related entities in the ECO user interface.
Revisiting the example from the previous section, it is clear that John Wilkes
Booth and Abraham Lincoln are related. The ECO framework captures this knowledge and stores it in a search index. A user seeking information about either one of these entities can quickly discover a relationship to the other entity.
When processing a large corpus, the same pair of entities may co-occur in multiple documents. Consider the following two annotated sentences: The ECO system aggregates multiple co-occurrences for each pair of entities encountered throughout the corpus. Collectively, the contexts from which the pair of entities was extracted can be thought of as the set of text blocks telling us how two entities are connected. Re-assembling these blocks as a "virtual document" allows the ECO user interface to provide additional information about how two entities are connected. Since all of the sentences concerning a particular entity pair are stored together, they can later be queried for key terms summarizing the relationships between the two entities.
Entity Co-Occurrences as a Graph
Entity co-occurrences can be represented as an undirected, weighted graph, where the nodes are entities, and the edges represent the fact that the two entities co-occurred within one or more contexts. The edge weights are the total number of times those two entities co-occurred across the corpus. The corpus-wide set of contexts connecting two entities can be considered an attribute of the edge.
After automatically identifying entities, the ECO system arranges the information into what can be conceptually viewed as a co-occurrence graph. The co-occurrence graph generated from the above text is shown in Figure 1 . All of the edge weights are 1, except for the edge connection John Wilkes Booth and Abraham Lincoln, since the appeared in two co-occurrences. Faceted navigation has seen widespread adoption across the web, ranging from commercial websites such as eBay and Amazon to digital library catalogs, and faceted navigation is now supported in both commercial and open-source software packages. Representing entity co-occurrence data using faceted navigation means displaying all of the extracted entities under a single "Entity" facet. The entities are listed in descending order of co-occurrence frequency, and the frequency count is displayed alongside each entity. It is possible to either search or browse the list of entities. After selecting an entity from this list, the user is presented with a second list of entities in another column, but this time the only entities displayed are those that co-occur with the initially selected entity. The second column can expand to a third, and so on. Section 4.5
Entity Co-Occurrences in Faceted Navigation
provides a more detailed description of the ECO user interface.
Literature Review
The importance of co-occurrence data in information retrieval has been well known since the late seventies [20] . Since that time, a number of advances have been made in natural language processing, including the ability to extract named entities and their relationships from text. This survey of related work describes the relevant research efforts and their applicability to the ECO project.
Entity Co-Occurrence and Relationship Extraction

Co-Occurrence Clustering in Raw Text
Li and Liu [21] described an entity clustering algorithm which uses agglomerative clustering, mutual information, and graph triangle link structure to identify community structures from named entities in free text. Their algorithm differs from many other clustering algorithms in that it allows an entity to be in more than one cluster. Although ECO does not address clustering, the entity co-occurrence extraction methodology described in this paper forms the basis for the ECO extraction framework.
Entity Relationship Extraction
Hasegawa, Sekine, and Grishman [1] proposed a fully unsupervised algorithm for extracting relationships between named entity pairs by clustering entities with similar context words found between the two entities. Their method uses hierarchical clustering so the number of clusters does not need to be specified in advance. They found related co-occurrences by comparing the cosine similarity of the context word vectors for entity pairs. They then used this information to label clusters using frequently occurring context words. Finally, they propagated the cluster label as the relationship label.
Zhang et al. [22] described a variant of Hasegawa's method which uses treesimilarity metrics over parse trees of the context instead of cosine similarity. Their method does not require the assumption that the same entity pairs in different contexts have the same relationship. This approach yielded better results for instances where the number of co-occurrences was less frequent.
Rather than extract relationships at the time of data ingest, ECO will summarize relationships in an on-demand fashion. As the user navigates the co-occurrence data, no relationship information will be presented. The user will know that entities are related based on co-occurrence, but relationship summary details are only displayed once the user selects two specific entities to examine further.
Entity Relationship Extraction Using Web Search Engines
Using web search engines to measure the strength of relationship between entities, Matsuo et al. developed the POLYPHONET system [23] . They compared multiple cooccurrence metrics and found the overlap coefficient to be the most effective for their purposes.
Jin, Matsuo, and Ishizuka [5] offered improvements to identify relationships based on key terms and tuned the results based on relationship strength thresholds.
Magnini et al. [24] applied co-occurrence statistics to improve the quality of their DIOGENE Question Answering system. Their approach is to validate candidate answers to a question by posing co-occurrence queries to web search engines. They then compare the results for each potential answer to calculate which answer is most likely to be correct.
Since these approaches use web search engines to calculate entity relationship metrics, they effectively require the document content to be pre-indexed. One design goal of ECO, however, is to calculate co-occurrence metrics in a streaming fashion, so computing metrics beyond raw co-occurrence frequency is beyond the scope of the ECO project.
Co-Occurrence Search Engines
In the development of their KIM semantic search engine, Popov et al. [25] present an extension called CORE (Co-Occurrence and Ranking of Entities). They use this module in a mixed-mode IR system, which stores semantic information in an RDF/OWL data store and documents, extracted entities, and other annotations in a relational database. Their approach presents results in a faceted search interface, resulting in a relationship navigation browser similar to the ECO user interface. Key differences between this system and ECO are:
1) CORE search splits entities by type, while ECO will combine all entities into a single "Entity" class.
2) CORE search uses entire documents as a co-occurrence context, while ECO will use sentence-level co-occurrences.
3) ECO will display the co-occurrence frequency for each entity and rank the entities accordingly.
4) ECO will provide a means for "drilling down" into a co-occurrence relationship.
Entity Language Models
Conrad and Utt [26] described both word distance and context similarity approaches in generating links between named entities. Before creating a relationship link between two entities, they first calculated the strength of association between the entities within a fixed-size context window surrounding each entity. The user interface for their Associations System displays the relationship strength metric in addition to the raw cooccurrence frequency. They also describe the technique of using entity-centric pseudodocuments to enhance the results and display context information about an entity in the user interface. ECO will use a similar technique, but instead of creating a pseudodocument for each entity, it will create one for each entity co-occurrence.
Raghavan, Allan, and McCallum [27] formally described Conrad and Utt's approach as an "entity model", considering it a middle ground between information retrieval for unstructured data and data mining for structured data. They applied this technique to clustering, classification, and question answering.
Petkova and Croft [28] extended this work by describing a method for modeling named entities based on combining nearby text snippets without relying on sentence parsing or other forms of document structure. Their work provides a formal model for describing the dependency between entities and document terms.
ECO follows this general approach, but instead uses an "entity co-occurrence model", capturing information for pairs of entities rather than for individual entities.
Domain-Specific Text Analysis Applications
Two particular domains where such automated knowledge extraction systems are used are law enforcement and intelligence analysis. Link analysis is technique used to extract and search associations between people, organizations, locations, and other entities of interest. Automated systems enable analysts to examine larger datasets than they would be able to read manually.
Schroeder, Xu, and Chen address information overload problems in their
CrimeLink Explorer application with three techniques: the concept space approach, incorporation of domain knowledge, and shortest-path algorithms [29] . This system uses co-occurrence weights as one metric for associating criminals in crime incident reports and allows users to search for criminal associations over multiple degrees of connectedness.
In another research effort, Xu and Chen evaluate the effectiveness of shortest-path graph search algorithms in criminal networks [6] . They used shortest-path, priority-firstsearch, two-tree priority-first-search, and breadth-first-search to find the strongest associations amongst entities. They found that priority-first-search returned useful association paths approximately 70% of the time, while breadth-first-search only returned useful results at a 15-30% rate, depending on the type of criminal network.
Faceted Navigation
Faceted navigation builds on the concept of faceted classification, a type of information classification proposed by Ranganathan [30] as an alternative to the Dewey Decimal system. The fundamental concept behind his Colon Classification scheme is that a single publication can be classified into multiple categories based on different aspects, or facets, contained within the content of the publication.
Initial user interfaces for dealing with faceted datasets were developed by Pollitt [31] and were called view-based systems. The interface displayed multiple simultaneous views of the data, each from a different perspective. As constraints were applied in one view, the other views updated accordingly.
Modern faceted navigation user interfaces were described in detail by Hearst et al. [32] in the development of the Flamenco project. Hearst has continued to publish research in this area [33, 34] .
ECO uses a simplified faceted navigation scheme, using only a single facet. As the user explores the co-occurrence relationships, the facet is replicated multiples times, and the facet values displayed differ based on the current navigation state.
Method
For this project, a corpus of business news articles was assembled. The ECO system extracted the named entities and identified sentence-level entity co-occurrences.
The co-occurrence dataset was loaded into two Apache Solr [35] indexes, one to store the co-occurrence information, and the other to store entity co-occurrence virtual documents for top term identification. Finally, a facet-based web user interface was constructed for rapidly exploring the co-occurrence relationships.
Text Corpus
The text corpus consisted of a subset of news articles from the New York Times corpus [36] . Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) has an institutional agreement with the Linguistic Data Consortium allowing access to this dataset for research purposes. The full corpus consists of more than 1.8 million articles, but only non-statistical business articles (articles with a business classifier value of "Top/News/Business", and not having a type-of-material value of "Statistics") were selected for processing. In total, this subset corpus contains 227,936 articles.
Although the corpus includes extracted entities in the metadata, entity extraction was performed independently so that the ECO system could identify sentence-level cooccurrences. Performing the extraction separately also makes the software more easily adapted for use with other corpora.
Entity Extraction
The ECO system utilizes the Stanford Named Entity Recognizer 
Faceted Navigation Database
The Apache Solr [35] open-source software package, which supports faceted navigation, was used to store the co-occurrence information. Solr indexes are the primary data storage mechanism used by the ECO framework, and ECO retrieves information from the indexes by submitting queries with the Solr API.
Data Processing
The ECO data processing code reads news articles from text files. It parses the sentences of each article and performs named entity recognition. It identifies sentencelevel entity co-occurrences and writes the co-occurrence data to a series of XML files. Field Name Description ID A unique identifier for each entity co-occurrence record Entity
The named entity label. Each record has two values for the Entity field Context
The sentence containing the entity co-occurrence Article_ID
The ID of the article from which the co-occurrence was extracted Article_URL The article URL, which the ECO user interface uses to retrieve the document for display.
Below is a sample XML record: <doc> <field name="ID">b6d5d5e5-6d5a-4e7f-adba-cf86bcc2c619</field> <field name="Entity">TGV</field> <field name="Entity">Amtrak</field> <field name="Context">Europe has the bullet-like TGV&apos;s and tilting trains; the United States has Amtrak.</field> <field name="Article_ID">0910125</field> <field name="Article_URL">1997/02/20/0910125.txt</field> </doc> A secondary data processing stage assembles the co-occurrence data from the first index into a set of entity co-occurrence virtual documents. That is, for each pair of cooccurring entities, all of the contexts are concatenated together and stored in another index. This combines all of the information about two entities from across the corpus into a single virtual document, from which relationship summarization information can be gleaned. Each entity co-occurrence virtual document record has the following fields:
Field Name Description Key A key identifying the entity pair. The key is generated by lexicographically sorting the entity pair and concatenating them together with an underscore character.
Contexts
All of the sentences containing the entity pair concatenated together
Below is a sample XML record: <doc> <field name="Key">Microsoft_Yahoo</field> <field name="Contexts">But Yahoo and Microsoft have become direct competitors, and a number of start-up companies are busy developing search technologies. Yahoo said yesterday that it was negotiating with Microsoft and hoped it would remain a customer.</field> </doc>
The dataset is made available to the ECO user interface through these two indexes. A conceptual diagram of the ECO processing pipeline is shown in Figure 3 .
The data processing code is configured to ignore sentences with more than 20 entities, since such an entity-dense block of text is likely to not be a sentence at all. For instance, in initial test runs, the code found a "sentence" which was actually a large table in the original news article, and the sentence parser was not able to differentiate records within the table. This threshold is intended to avoid combinatorial explosions of cooccurrences.
The ECO data processing code is designed to operate in serial or parallel modes.
In serial mode, the code runs on a single machine. In parallel mode, the code is executed on multiple nodes of a cluster simultaneously using the SLURM utility.
To distribute the workload in parallel mode, each node of the cluster processes every N th file in the input directory, where N is the total number of nodes used for the computation. Each node starts with an offset of (n -1), where n is the node number. This technique is illustrated in Figure 4 .
In serial mode, the entity co-occurrence XML generation code is run as a standard Java program: java kdh.eco.pipeline.ECOXMLPipeline <input-dir> <output-dir> and accepts the following input parameters: 1) <input-dir>: directory containing news articles 2) <output-dir>: directory where the XML output files are written
In parallel mode, the code is run using the SLRUM srun command:
srun -l -w <node-selector-expression> java kdh.eco.pipeline.ECOXMLPipeline <input-dir> <output-dir> <node-selector-expression> and accepts the following input parameters: 1) <input-dir>: directory containing news articles 2) <output-dir>: directory where the XML output files are written 3) <node-selector-expression>: an expression specifying which nodes to use to run the job. This value can either be a hostname (e.g. node1) or an expression of the form node [1] [2] [4] [5] 7] , where there may be an arbitrary number of commaseparated node numbers or numeric ranges within the square brackets.
The entity co-occurrence virtual document XML generation code is run in much the same way. In serial mode: In parallel mode, the code is run using the SLRUM srun command:
srun -l -w <node-selector-expression> java kdh.eco.pipeline.ECOVDXMLPipeline <index-url> <index-dir> <output-dir> <node-selector-expression> where the input parameters are: 1) <index-url>: URL of the entity co-occurrence Solr index 2) <index-dir>: directory containing the entity co-occurrence index 3) <output-dir>: directory where the XML output files are written 4) <node-selector-expression>: an expression specifying which nodes to use to run the job. This value can either be a hostname (e.g. node1) or an expression of the form node [1] [2] [4] [5] 7] , where there may be an arbitrary number of comma-separated node numbers or numeric ranges within the square brackets.
ECO User Interface
The ECO web user interface is divided into three panels. The top half of the interface is dedicated to exploring and navigating entity co-occurrences. The lower-left panel is used to display co-occurrence details for a selected pair of entities, and the lowerright panel is used to display the original document text of a selected document. The three-panel interface is shown in Figure 5 .
Fig. 5. ECO three-panel user interface Entity Co-Occurrence Exploration Panel
The entity co-occurrence exploration panel provides a column-oriented faceted navigation view of the co-occurrence data. In the initial state, the panel presents a single facet entitled "Entity 1" beneath which is displayed a list of extracted entities ranked by co-occurrence frequency. Only the top n entities are initially displayed. A close-up view of this panel in its initial state is shown in Figure 6 . The user is able to select an entity, expand the list of entities by clicking the "more…" link, or search the entity list using the search box atop the list. When an entity is selected, the selection in the "Entity 1" column becomes fixed and a new "Entity 2"
column appears to the right of the first column. The second column displays another list of entities, but the entities displayed are only those participating in a co-occurrence relationship with the entity selected from the "Entity 1" column.
Alongside the selected entity in the "Entity 1" column, an "X" button is displayed. Clicking this button deselects the entity, causes the "Entity 2" column to disappear, and resets the user interface to its initial state. Figure 7 shows how the interface appears after the user selects an entity from the first column. After the user selects an entity in the second column, the entity values from the first two columns are fixed. A new column entitled "Entity 3" appears to the right of the "Entity 2" column. This column contains all entities co-occurring with the entity selected in the previous column except the entity from the first column.
At this point, the user has selected a pair of entities and may be interested in exploring how those entities are related. A document icon is displayed between the two entities. Clicking this icon displays the co-occurrence details in the lower-left panel of the user interface. The co-occurrence details include the top terms and context fragments from the "virtual document" composed of all contexts (i.e. sentences) from which these two entities were extracted. Figures 8 and 9 depict the ECO user interface in these states. The top terms are calculated using term frequency -inverse-document-frequency (TF-IDF) measures calculated from the entity co-occurrence virtual document index. TF-IDF compares the ratio of the term frequency of terms within one document with the inverse document frequency of those terms corpus-wide. If a particular term appears frequently in one document but infrequently throughout the rest of the corpus, that term has a higher importance to that document.
The top terms are also filtered based on some simple criteria. For a term to be considered, it must not be a number or appear in a configurable stop word list. The term must also have at least three characters and must not be a substring of either of the two co-occurring entities.
Beneath the top terms, the list of sentences where the two entities co-occurred is shown. Each sentence is followed by a hyperlinked document identifier, which when clicked displays the full text of the document from which that sentence was extracted in the document details panel. Figure 10 shows the user interface after the user has clicked on a document identifier link. The user can continue selecting entities and investigating relationships as the user interface expands. In theory, the number of columns could be unlimited, but extending the degree of connectedness beyond four or five does not prove useful in practice due to small world effects [41] .
Processing Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the performance of the data processing pipeline, the ECO pipeline ingested a subset of the overall dataset consisting of all non-statistical business articles from the year 1987. This set contains 15,273 articles, from which the ECO data processing code extracted 180,591 entity co-occurrences.
The entity co-occurrence XML generation code was run in parallel mode, using successively more nodes of the cluster. All runs were performed with an allocation of 3GB of RAM (-Xms3g -Xmx3g) to the Java Virtual Machine per node. The results of these runs are summarized in Figure 11 . Performance scales in proportion to the number of nodes utilized, but the scale factor is not linear, most likely due to the fact that as the number of nodes increases, there is increased I/O contention on the NFS storage system.
Running the data ingest on 22 nodes of the cluster took 55 seconds, a speedup of 18.9
over the single-node ingest. 
Co-Occurrence Extraction Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the quality of the co-occurrence extraction, the entire NYT corpus consisting of 227,936 non-statistical business articles published between 1987 and 2007 was loaded into the ECO system. From this corpus, the ECO processing pipeline identified 562,241 unique entities participating in 3,143,187 co-occurrences. As shown in Figure 12 , the distribution of entities across the co-occurrences is highly skewed. Over half of the entities participate in only one or two co-occurrences. At the same time, however, a small number of entities are very frequently mentioned and thus appear in a large number of co-occurrences. The most frequently co-occurring entity is "Microsoft", appearing in 34,787 cooccurrences. The most common entity pair is "Microsoft" and "Justice Department".
These two entities were extracted from 1,345 separate sentences.
To evaluate the quality of the extracted relationships, the top terms generated from the ECO virtual document index were examined for several well-known pairs of related entities. The results are summarized in Table 1 . One factor that plays a role in co-occurrence extraction is entity disambiguation.
Entity 1 Entity 2 Top Terms
Named entity extraction identifies named entities within text, but it does not resolve the extracted entities to real-world entities. For example, the entities "Securities and
Exchange Commission" and "S.E.C" both appear near the top of the most frequently cooccurring entities, and they very likely refer to the same real-world organization. Entity disambiguation is a well-known problem in the field of text analysis, and ECO does not attempt to address this issue.
Another important issue is entity co-reference resolution, which involves associating pronouns with the proper nouns they reference. For example, in the two sentences "Microsoft is a massive software corporation. It develops the Windows operating system," the equivalence between "Microsoft" in the first sentence and "It" in the second sentence, can be a non-trivial association to make, depending on the complexity and formulation of the sentences.
Hardware and Software Infrastructure
An initial prototype of the system was developed on a Microsoft Windows PC. A Linux cluster at LLNL, along with the SLURM utility [42] for parallel processing, was used for large-scale text processing, entity extraction, and indexing.
The Linux cluster used in this project is a 24-node system with a shared NFS disk.
Each node has a 4-core Intel Xeon CPU operating at 3.4 GHz and 4 GB of RAM. This cluster was utilized because it was readily available and offers good performance for the corpus sizes used in this project.
The data ingest software is written in Java using the Sun Microsystems Java
Runtime version 1.6. The user interface was written in Java, using Java Server Pages (JSP), servlets, and JavaScript. The ExtJS JavaScript library [43] was utilized for layout management and AJAX communication. The user interface is packaged as a Java Web Application Archive (.war) file, which runs using the Apache Tomcat server [44] . The resulting software is platform and browser-independent. The software architecture is detailed in Appendix A.
Conclusions and Future Work
The ECO framework is an end-to-end system for extracting and analyzing entity co-occurrences from a large text corpus. The system integrates many freely available, open-source software components and offers scalability for ingesting large datasets. By utilizing faceted navigation concepts, the ECO user interface presents a novel method for navigating a co-occurrence graph and for identifying and understanding co-occurrence relationships in a large document set.
A few notable challenges encountered during development of the ECO system included parallelizing the data processing code and refining the nature of the top terms describing a co-occurrence relationship. Initial versions of the ingest code attempted to use multi-threading to parallelize the data processing pipeline so it could utilize multiple processor cores on a single compute node. However, it was discovered that the Stanford Named Entity Recognizer is not thread-safe, as it yielded erroneous results when run in a multi-threaded manner.
During development of the TF-IDF top terms component, the top terms occasionally included very common words, such as pronouns or numbers. Even though these words were highly relevant to the relationship, they were not necessarily descriptive or particularly useful. To resolve this issue, a stop word list was used to discard commonly used terms and numbers, and the terms were required to be two or more characters in length.
Many opportunities exist for extending the application with new functionality.
Adding article dates to the index, for example, would allow the user to restrict the cooccurrences displayed to only those within a certain time range. The co-occurrence and co-occurrence virtual document indexes have good potential to contribute to entity disambiguation problems, as entities with different spellings but referencing the same real-world entity most likely co-occur with similar entities.
Another interesting research direction would be to examine frequently cooccurring groups of entities. This work focuses on pairs of entities, but indexing information about entity groups could help to locate and describe multi-way associations.
The co-occurrence graph could also be examined with graph algorithms and social network analysis to discover entity clusters, cliques, or other meaningful structure.
A.1. Architectural Layers
The ECO software consists of the following architectural layers, illustrated in Figure 13 . 
A.2. Subsystems
Each layer is further divided into logical cohesive subsystems, as illustrated in Figure 14 . 
A.4. Data Processing Layer
The Data Processing Layer consists of data processing and data model objects, as well as utilities for marshalling and un-marshalling objects to/from XML. This layer contains elements for entity extraction, sentence boundary detection, and the core framework for running parallel jobs on a cluster. These subsystems are illustrated in 
